The Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, by order dated September 9, 2022 No. 807, approved the State Educational Standard for profession 5169, "Sapper (demining)."

According to the data of the Unified State Electronic Database on Education, 10 educational institutions have a license to carry out educational activities in the profession of "Sapper (demining)" under such types of training as professional training, professional (vocational-technical) training, retraining, professional development for a total of up to 1,500 people.

The order of the National Guard of Ukraine commander dated 17.10.2023 No. 859 approved a new professional standard for profession 5169, "Sapper (demining)." The professional standard provides for the basic labor functions that are common to both military demining and humanitarian demining.

The Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine plans to update the development of the State Educational Standard in 2024, which will include 4-level training to meet the international mine action standards (IMAS), to bring it into line with the requirements of the professional standard "Sapper (demining)."

To ensure the protection of the participants of the educational process, taking into account the current challenges and the need to inform citizens promptly about the threat, a number of online informational and educational activities aimed at expanding the knowledge and skills of pedagogy on safety and proper handling of explosive objects are implemented in institutions of professional (vocational and technical) education (hereinafter - VET).

With the participation of representatives of the State Emergency Service, the Red Cross, and the international humanitarian organization "The HALO Trust Ukraine," which is engaged in demining, all participants of the educational process are systematically given briefings on the algorithm of actions when explosive objects are detected, lectures on mine safety, primary medical care, explanatory and educational work on mentioned topics. Classes are held on the prevention of risks associated with explosive objects and the rules for handling such objects in VET institutions.

During the first quarter of 2024, the following measures were carried out:
- briefings with employees and students on the prevention of risks associated with explosive objects and rules of conduct
- educational hours: "Mine safety: knowledge that saves lives"; "Rules and actions upon detection of suspicious objects"; "Mine-explosive devices", "What to do if you notice a suspicious object or explosives?";
- lectures: "Mine danger"; "Safe behavior and raising awareness of explosive remnants of war", "Actions when explosive objects are detected"; "Explosive objects - a threat to life and health", "Principles of security during armed conflict", "Do not approach! Do not touch! Call 101!", "Rules of safe behavior in emergencies. Evacuation in the event of a threat";
- trainings: "How to act in an emergency of a military nature?" "Algorithm of actions in case of detection of injured people caused by explosive objects", "Algorithm of actions in case of entering an explosive zone", "Mine danger and danger from explosive objects. Rules and algorithms of safe behavior";

In VET institutions, students are organized to perform online exercises on the online learning.
The programs in the Life Safety Briefing include issues of mine safety and fire safety requirements, evacuation training under the "Air Alarm" and "Attention to all" signals, rules of conduct during "Air Alarm" signals and when explosive unknown items are detected. Materials on mine safety are distributed in education groups using mass media "Viber", "Telegram", etc.